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introduc on...
HOW TO USE THIS SPEAKOUT RECIPE BOOK
a recipe for
Take one big cooking pot, add homelessness
& poverty, some people who want to do
something about it, some burning issues for
debate, a good facilitator, a few ‘important
people’, a healthy sense of fun & a touch of
chaos.
Do you think you could do it?
“Homelessness is a fashionable issue at the moment… But in all
that is said about homelessness, one voice has not been heard
– ours – homeless people. Whilst we have begun to be more
visible, we still have not been invited to have our say.
But if we wait to be asked to say our piece then we will surely
wait a long time. So we have decided not to wait to be asked.
We have decided to speak out, to say what we think needs to
be done about homelessness and for homeless people.”

Homeless Person’s Charter for Scotland, Speakout
Group,
October 1995

groundswell's speakout recipe book
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about this
Food is at the heart of any community. Here, at
Groundswell, we like our food and are committed
to creating and sharing the recipes that people
have liked.
You might not have held a speakout before, or you
might consider yourself something of a Master
Chef. Either way, there should be something in
our recipe book to suit you.
If you're planning an informal meal for a few
friends and family or a full scale banquet with all
the trimmings, hopefully this recipe book will give
some ideas, ingredients, hints on preparation and a
few serving suggestions.
Please feel free to alter these recipes. They are
meant to be played with. Start experimenting with
different people, themes and styles - mix up your
own type of speakout - there’s bound to be a far
richer flavour coming from your own fresh
approach. After all, we all have different tastes.
We hope it inspires you to organise a speakout as
part of National Speakout Week and we hope you
have fun using it! But remember, a speakout is
just the beginning, it’s where the work and the fun
really starts!

the Groundswell cooks

groundswell is cooking up
a hint of
the Groundswell network...
The Groundswell network is a loose collection of groups
and individuals with diverse interests coming together
around a common set of values:

 Homeless people are a part of the solution, not the
problem.
 Homeless people have a right to access information to
make informed choices.
 Homeless people must be involved in creating practical
solutions to tackle homelessness.
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A BIT ABOUT US

a speakout is
about what
key ingredients of the Groundswell net-

Groundswell...

Groundswell facilitates a process which puts homeless
people at the centre, enabling them to develop their own
solutions from their own expertise. We encourage people
to make informed choices about their lives, supporting
people to find solutions to their own problems.
Homelessness can only be tackled by involving homeless
people, and by helping people to take control of their own
lives.
Groundswell offers training, advice, networking, resource
development and provides information (newsletter,
website, reports, contacts) to a wide variety of groups
and individuals, working to achieve a people-based,
community-led approach to tackle homelessness across
the UK. Groundswell aims to support, develop and sustain
the projects it works with and encourages new ones to be
established.

cooking up change

what is a speakout?

speakout cui-
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THE FLAVOUR OF A SPEAKOUT

A speakout is a way for people to communicate with and influence
people and organisations who make decisions that affect their
lives.
Speakouts were pioneered by Scottish Speakout, a group of
homeless and ex-homeless people who sought to provide a
platform for homeless people’s voices to be heard. It became
apparent however that for real change to be achieved there had
to be someone listening who was able to affect change.
People, and particularly homeless and ex-homeless people, are
often excluded from decision-making processes which affect
their lives. Speakouts are about people making and influencing
decisions and about being in control. As both participants and as
facilitators, homeless people themselves are setting the agenda
and offering ways forward that meet their needs.
Speak out and have your say, but don’t stop there. It’s not just
about speaking out, it’s about moving forward from there. We all
have a role to play in tackling homelessness, poverty and
exclusion. Don’t stand around waiting for something to happen.
Make something happen, organise a speakout and start the ball
rolling.

safe
fun
Pete Shaughnessey speaks out

exciting
focused

free-thinking

flexible
relevant

a good vibe

resourceful
In September 2000, over 2,000 homeless people
and over 250 organisa ons that provide services
to homeless people par cipated in Speakouts

positive
engaging

groundswell's speakout recipe book

accessible

a speakout is a
way for you to
get
your voice heard
–

what is na onal speakout

speakout cui-

THE FLAVOUR OF A SPEAKOUT

Every year homeless people across the UK from Exeter
to Edinburgh get together and speak out. Speakouts can
take place at any time of year but a national week of
action provides an opportunity for more people to speak
out and more voices to be heard.
During our annual National Speakout Week, Groundswell
encourages groups and organisations across the UK to
host speakout events, where marginalised people have the
opportunity to communicate with and influence the people
and organisations who make decisions which affect their
lives. National Speakout Week culminates in a Super
Speakout, a one-day event which gives people involved in
local Speakouts the opportunity to bring their issues to a
national agenda. In September 2000, over 2,000
homeless people and over 250 organisations that provide
services to homeless people participated in speakouts
throughout the UK.
And, of course, the key message behind it all is that
homeless people, in fact ALL people, are part of the
solution, not the problem.

If you want to help tackle homelessness and poverty by pu ng
people with
ﬁrst-hand experience at the centre, then sign up to Speakout

speakout gives you the
chance to raise issues &
opinions & show how YOU
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“A great success. It was a real
achievement to get so many people
there and I was struck by the construc ve
feedback from the Speakout events
that
were organised all over the UK.”
“Speakouts are good because they
encourage you to talk about what
needs changing in a posi ve way.”
Steve Sco , Tower Hamlets & City
Groundswell
cooking up change

essen al preparaCheck list
 Before the
speakout


Agree why you’re
having a speakout.







Agree focus/issues.






Find venue.



Agree format &
speakers.



Identify an
interpreter, if needed.




Invite press.

Assign tasks.
Set date.
Design invitations.
Contact local
agencies.
Design posters.
Send invitations.
Identify chair or
facilitator.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO BEFORE YOU SPEAKOUT

planning
 Why are we having a speakout?
 What do we want out of it?
 Who will be involved?
 What issues will we cover? - for

how some
groups have
promoted their
speakout...

example resettlement and support,
voting rights, health, hostel conditions.

 Who will be responsible for follow

ups? (promises made by the council).

 Plan for an element of flexibility – for

example a panel format might not be
suitable for a speakout involving
refugees or people who prefer talking
in smaller groups. And you may need a
good interpreter.

 Allow sufficient time to organise - for

example, people from the council might
need up to six weeks notice to get
involved even though the invitations
don’t need to go out until about three
weeks before.

Organise catering.

groundswell's speakout recipe book

a speakout needs people to organise it
–

6

essen al preparafocus
 Must be community based – the planning,

organising, and hosting needs to take place
within the participants’ community.
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WHAT YOU NEED TO DO BEFORE YOU SPEAKOUT

you don‘t have to do it all yourself –
Groundswell can help with ideas, contacts &

 Must be people-led – in other words the

structure and agenda must be set by the
people who are speaking out.

 Recognise that everyone has something to
contribute.

publicity
don’t forget to invite...
 Suitable speakers, chair/

facilitator, attendees – depending
on what issues the speakout will
focus on.

 Relevant people in the local council

resources
 Time – it can take a lot of time to plan a

speakout and develop the sort of
relationships that will make it effective.

 People’s commitment and energy – having

too few people involved means those few
doing everything.

 Finance – it’s possible to organise a

speakout without any funding. There are
always ways of getting resources in kind –
publicity, venue, catering etc.

– homeless liaison group, social
services and housing.

 Don’t just involve councils, involve

all the relevant agencies, and
people whose decisions affect the
lives of homeless and excluded
people.

 Rough sleepers, people with

mental health or dependency
problems, people in temporary
accommodation, refugees, asylum
seekers and anyone else with an
interest in homelessness.

 Internal advertising such as big posters at

the venue (day centre, local hall, hostel) and
word of mouth.

 Invitations

to other
people – we
can
provide
you with a
basic flyer
on disk or
by email.

 Do you

want the
press at
the event?

 Make your

own media!!

cooking up change

for startchef’s

GETTING IN THE MOOD AT THE BEGINNING OF YOUR SPEAKOUT

ps on involving...

You can use music or poetry to break up
the day and keep it fun. Setting up the
room for the speakout (getting the chairs
and equipment into place), helping put up
display material and meeting people as
they arrive, can help people feel involved.
It can be as easy as that…

for a speakout
to work properly, it needs a

warm up tech‘Ques ons’

Each person writes a question they want answered during the speakout
on a post-it note. They introduce themselves and their question. All
questions are put on a flip chart and the facilitator ensures they are
answered by the relevant guests during the course of the event.

‘What I’ve learned’

Get participants to introduce themselves, sharing their name and
something homelessness had taught them.

‘Experience tally’

Ask each participant how long they've been homeless. Total the number of years. Point out that the Speakout has X number of years of
experience to draw from.

‘Scream therapy’

Everyone introduces themselves and tells everyone how they feel
about a difficult situation with feeling. At the end of the introductions, we all scream our feelings at the same time.

‘Do’s and don’ts’

Get all the participants to introduce themselves and give either a ‘Do’
or a ‘Don’t’ principle for the Speakout and record them on a flip chart.

‘Collec ve knowledge’

Get people to work in teams to come up with three rules for dealing
with difficult people.

a touch of spice from Jimmy
groundswell's speakout recipe book
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“If the goal is to
seriously tackle
homelessness,
then the team that
is ﬁelded to score
this goal must
include homeless
and ex-homeless
people as players.
There is
no subs tute for
experience.
Speakout mee ngs
provide a level
playing ﬁeld that
enables both sides
to enter into
essen al
dialogue.”
Steve Sco , Tower

for start-

GETTING IN THE MOOD AT

John’s start-

THE BEGINNING OF YOUR

9

case
study

"I went to the Groundswell Forum
in Sheffield and said that there
was going to be a local forum and speakout in Cambridge and
here we are. Homelessness is a big business. We have all got
to stand together and we all have to help each other. We've
also got to realise that we still need people to help us to
actually do that.

I think about my flat. If I hadn't had the support of Jimmy's and people like Jimmy's after being on the street for 14
years, I would have been back on the streets. We need more
resettlement workers. We also need detox places. We also
need a space for homeless people to have a say. I have met a
very, very good and loving team - the Jimmy's team of project workers and volunteers - where people have a say. I
would also like to thank the people who are doing the food,
the people who have let us use the venue and thanks to
Groundswell, without whom it would not have happened.
This is not MY groundswell, it's YOUR groundswell. It's
EVERYBODY’S groundswell. And everybody should have a say
in the way we want it to be. I am glad to say that the
Groundswell office in Cambridge will be opening and it will be
a homeless person's office. It will be a place for homeless
people to get in touch with the Groundswell network who will
have links with the Government to change decisions ."

John Walker, Jimmy's Nightshelter, Cambridge
at the Cambridge local Groundswell speakout, May
2000

John Walker serves up a starter in Cambridge

why have a
starter?



to set the scene.
to whet everyone’s
appetite.

“It was very enthusing to
see so many people tackling
issues with such senior
policy makers and budget
holders.”
cooking up change

the main course...
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IDEAS FOR THE ‘CHUNKY SUBSTANCE’ OF YOUR

the main event
The main part of the speakout is, of course,
the important part. It needs to be the
focus, the filling and the heart of the day.
But, like any main course it can vary from a
quick and easy meal to a full three course
delight. And like a meal that you participate
in, it can be an informal meal with friends or
something formal like a wedding banquet.
Think about the time you have to prepare,
the people you are inviting and the resources
you have available.

you decide!

you

playing the ideal host...
The role of ‘host’ or facilitator is
really important for holding a
successful speakout. A good
facilitator will make people feel
welcome, encouraging those who
might usually keep quiet to be
heard.

The checklist on the right should
help you to think about the sort of
things you need to be aware of if
you’re going to be the facilitator of
a speakout event. And don’t
forget, you don’t have to do it on
your own, it might be easier to do it
with someone else for the first
couple of times.

chef’s












groundswell's speakout recipe book

ps on facili-

Set the scene.
Set ground rules.
Be responsible for
timing.
Allow everyone to
have their say.
Take an impartial
view.
Cope with anger and
tension.
Bring out the
solutions, not only
the problems.
Give useful
feedback.
Draw it all together.
Summarise points
people have made.
Keep the vibe
positive and
energetic.

David Pentland, HUGE

Ann Morgan in full ﬂow...

There’s no right and wrong way to
facilitate a speakout, but it’s
important to remember what your
role as the host is – to encourage
everyone at the speakout to talk
and contribute to the event (not
just the loud people!!). If you can
do that, you’re guaranteed to be a
success.

you need a good facilitator to
make sense of the chaos someone to

the main
JELLIED EELS
a speakout recipe straight
from
The beauty of a speakout is its
flexibility. What our group aims
to achieve when holding a speakout
event may be very different to
what your group has in mind. We
may not have achieved all that we
had set out to do, but we do
achieve. We may set agendas, and
whether they’re loose or firm
doesn’t matter. The speakout has
a mind of its own and will address
its own issues – all of importance.
No matter how carefully we plan
(and we do plan carefully) none of
the Tower Hamlets & City
Groundswell speakouts so far have
gone exactly to plan to say the
least. But we’re currently planning
our fifth and have a theme for the
sixth! Why? Because despite the
mighty beast that the speakout is,
wandering off the plot at times,
we have made some real changes
that have impacted on some people
and improved the quality of their
lives. So the planning proved to be
invaluable. Because we have
planned and staged the event we
have sent a clear message to both
local and national policy makers
that they need to involve us in the
decision making processes regard-
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IDEAS FOR THE ‘CHUNKY SUBSTANCE’ OF YOUR SPEAKOUT

ing the plans that they have about
our lives.
We are a homeless-led partnership
in the Eastend - anyone with an
interest in developing solutions to
tackle social exclusion is welcome
to join us. This suits us but it may
not suit you. We feel that this is
the reason that our speakout
series (‘What’s It To You?’) has
kept going. There are many benefits of working this way. For
instance, our group has spent
absolutely zero in cash, each
speakout has been sponsored by
one of the professional bodies
that we work with and if I’ve got
anything to do with it this will
continue. And it looks as though it
will continue too. Aside from
having user representation on a
three borough-wide homeless forum set up for professionals, we
now have professionals approaching us asking if they can play an
active role in the planning of our
speakouts and other projects that
we are
working on.
It can be hard work, my friends,
but I know that we are getting
results and firmly believe we will
continue to do so.
The message is clear - If the goal
is to seriously tackle homelessness, then the team that is fielded

case
to score that goal
study
must include
homeless and exhomeless people
as players. There is no substitute
for experience. Speakout
meetings provide a level playing
field that enables both sides to
enter into essential dialogue.

Steve Sco
Tower Hamlets & City
Groundswell, June 2000

Steve Sco ’s top
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Set an agenda.

9.

Be prepared for some
hard work.

10.

Believe in it.

Be flexible.
Aim to raise awareness.
Aim to make real change.
Plan well.
Have a clear message.
Be inclusive.
Use the speakout as the
start, not the end of the
process.

cooking up change

the main
Check list
 At the speakout














Check venue.
Check attendance list.
Check name badges.
Check tea and coffee.
Organise lunch.
Set up exhibition stands.
Put banners up.
Set up information area.
Someone taking notes.
Someone taking photos or video.
Finalise format.
Brief facilitator.
Agree ground rules.

IDEAS FOR THE ‘CHUNKY SUBSTANCE’ OF YOUR SPEAKOUT

venue
 Make sure it’s an environment that people coming to the
speakout are comfortable with, like a day centre, local
hall, or community centre. It needs to be safe, secure
and friendly.

 Provide a map of where it is, and if possible a contact
number for the day.

 Acoustics – if the acoustics aren’t great, people won’t be
able to hear. Try to arrange for a roving microphone.
Remember, it’s about getting people’s voices heard.

12

a speakout
needs a venue –
where do you
feel most at
informa on at event
 Exhibition stand or displays.
 Think about making a speakout banner.
 Information leaflets.

programme

record it

 Format – it needs to meet the needs of the participants.
 Timings – some structure to allow everyone to

 Tape it – so that you have a record of

contribute without it running
on forever.

 Set some ground rules – eg
respect, one person speaking
at a time.

 Minutes – get someone to take down the
minutes.

 Photos or video.
For more ideas, see ‘the art of preserving’,
page 20.

refreshments

registra on

 Lots of tea, coffee and biscuits.
 Provide some food if possible –

 Attendance list to see who comes.
 Badges (stickers are fine) – so you know

for carnivores AND veggies.

groundswell's speakout recipe book

what happened and who agreed to do
what.

who you’re talking to.

the main

IDEAS FOR THE ‘CHUNKY SUBSTANCE’ OF YOUR SPEAKOUT

“Two speakouts held on the
case
HMS President in London in
study
August 1996 and February 1997
saw the beginnings of Streetlife. The event in August 1996 developed
from Scottish Speakout’s ‘Homeless People’s Charter’ evolving into the ‘Manifesto
for Change’, launched in February 1997.
Streetlife’s innovation to the speakout
model was to totally prioritise the needs
of homeless people. They abandoned the
concept of a ‘neutral’ venue and took it to
the hear of the communities they were
serving. They focused on specific issues in
specific venues – for example, youth issues
were addressed at New Horizon, a young
persons’ day centre.
Streelife, as a group of homeless and
homelessness survivors, had used its
direct experience to gain the good will and
trust of other homeless people. And their
direct involvement with the people who
make decisions affecting homeless people,
helped them act as a bridge between
homeless people and the decision making
processed that affected them.
Working closely with Camden Council.
Streetlife agreed a process with Councillors, Chairs of the Housing and Social
Services Committees and council officials.
They all agreed to attend a Streetlifefacilitated event where homeless people
were able to discuss issues relevant to
them. It was very different from previous
approaches of evaluating services and
Camden should be commended for.

Streetlife held three speakouts at three
local day centres, deliberately targeting
venues with very different and distinct
client groups. Streetlife intended to
develop a model of consultation between
homeless people and local authorities that
could be copied and used in other areas.
The first speakout was held at New
Horizon. A strict code of conduct was
implemented and the event was chaired by
two of the young people and a project
worker. Streetlife took a back-seat,
allowing the young people their chance to
speak and be heard. The event was
attended by over 50 young homeless
people, and as a result, the Councillors
agreed to hold regular surgeries at the
day centre.

STREETLIFE
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their recipe

threw up a
tried & tested
range of issues, notably the barriers to communication within
the speakout model. The delay in translating inhibited the flow of discussion and so
the structure of the event had to be
change – participants split into smaller
groups
enabling better discussion and more
constructive dialogue.”

Taken from ‘An evalua on of Streetlife
Speakouts’ by Steve Jones, Groundswell

The second speakout, at Holy Cross day
centre, was mainly attended by ‘traditional’
homeless people,
including people with mental health and/or
dependency problems, and many people
house in temporary accommodation. Over
100 homeless and ex-homeless people
participated in a heated discussion.
Streetlife chaired the event and were
initiated with a baptism of fire. It became
an intimidating atmosphere at times and
not everyone was able to contribute freely
but it was a valuable lesson for the
speakout model.
The final speakout was held at Fields’ Lane,
a day centre used predominately by
refugees and asylum seekers. With
approximately 150 people there, the event

cooking up change

the main
case
study

IDEAS FOR THE ‘CHUNKY SUBSTANCE’ OF YOUR SPEAKOUT

Exeter eggstravaganza...

Over 150 people gathered on Thursday 14 September for the
Exeter Speakout at Petrock’s day centre. Gathered to listen to
what Exeter had to say were Councillors from Exeter City
Council, including the co-ordinator for the local Rough Sleepers
Initiative and the person in charge of monitoring empty homes,
as well as a GP from a local surgery for homeless people, the
manager from the Homeless Action Group, and representation
from a number of local hostels and projects. The main issues
raised were benefits needs, inadequate services for people with
dependencies, a need for a winter shelter, social housing and
more weekend services.

Outcomes…

 The Councillors took away a list of questions, planning to come
back to the group with replies, and they agreed to establish a
committee to look at service provision for weekends.
 The GP agreed to consult with people with dependency
problems to work on how to improve their situation.
 All in all, it was felt to be a positive event, as one participant
put it ‘constructive rather than destructive’.
 Since the first speakout in September 2000, St Petrock’s
have kept the momentum going and are now holding regular
speakouts with a good turnout on both sides. Each month
takes on a different theme—February’s was a ‘hostel’
speakout with guests from the City Council, hostels managers
and the Rough Sleepers Co-ordinator. In March St Petrock’s
held a ‘drugs and alcohol’ speakout aimed at doctors, drugs
project managers and workers.

groundswell's speakout recipe book
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Cracking pots at the po ery...

At 2pm on Thursday 14 September 2000, 70 people, including four local
councillors and representatives from the Benefits Agency, Salvation Army,
the police, Potteries Housing Association and Social Services gathered at the
Arch Day Centre in Stoke-on-Trent. The main issues raised included the lack
of service provision for women without children who are escaping violence,
drugs policies in hostels and other accommodation, police treatment
(particularly of street workers) and the lack of provision for people leaving
hospitals and prison.

Outcomes…
 The councillors were keen to pursue the issues raised and video footage

from the event was forwarded to them. Participants agreed that the
speakout should happen more than once a year and formed a user group to
encourage more involvement and keep the momentum going for the next
event.

Residents from St Petrock’s day centre in
Exeter
talk at the super speakout about their local

the main

IDEAS FOR THE ‘CHUNKY SUBSTANCE’ OF YOUR SPEAKOUT

lunch me ac vi-



Young people – have your say

An opportunity to meet other people, share experiences of
homelessness, exchange ideas of what works, what doesn’t and
what could be changed.



Being black & being homeless

What are people’s experiences?



Hostel life

An opportunity to have a say about what’s good, what’s bad and
any change needed in hostels.



Begging

What are people’s experiences? How are they treated by the
public? How safe do they feel when begging? Do they manage
to make enough money?



User involvement – is it just lip service?

Do projects that claim to involve services users really involve
them? What’s people’s experience of getting involved? What
stops them from getting more involved?



Make your mark

the BIG de-

No ngham’s morning work-

The No ngham Big Homelessness Speakout happened on Wednesday 13 September 2000. Over 20 organisa ons clubbed together to hold a joint event held outdoors in marquees, a ended by over 200 people. It began with street entertain-

The BIG
case
study
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No nghamshire

 Gallery and showcase of work done by participants of the arts

workshops both on the day and leading up to the speakout.
New College Nottingham head massage and other crafts activities.


 Feedback from previous smaller speakout that have been
happening in the last few months.
The Health Shop – available for advice and guidance.


 DJ workshop - a chance to play an instrument or just to listen to
some ‘happening sounds’.

Panelists…

 Alan Simpson, MP for Nottingham South.
 Lynne Winstanley, Assistant Director, Nottingham Health Authority.
 Cllr David Liversedge, Chair of Housing, Nottingham City Council.
 Christine Russell, Chief Executive, Macedon.
 Maria Ward, Director of Nottingham Black Initiative.

An opportunity for people to work with a poet and artist. Make
your mark by writing, performing a poem or designing a t-shirt.



Drama workshop

Finding ways to voice personal stories, connect with others and
reflect upon solutions that have had an impact on their lives.

& the outcomes?
 The council committed to looking into the possibility of a one-stop

information shop, increased access to housing for people with pets and
shared accommodation for those who want to share with friends.

 Alan Simpson agreed to raise the issues of high rents, working and hostels
in Parliament and, on an individual level, a number of people got agreement
that the council would look into their cases and give answers.

cooking up change

just desHOPE PUDDING
Hope exists
for you and me
for us to become
all that we can be
Hope exists
in the town and the cities
& in the face
of adversity
Some lose faith
but hope still exists
beyond the scars
and the cysts
Even when blinded
by pain & hate
hope is the truth
that we cannot escape
Hope is the courage
that pulls us through
& hope is what I see
when I look at you

Peter Gamblin, Hope
2000

ADDING SOME FUN & ENTERTAINMENT TO YOUR SPEAKOUT

the desserts

A speakout is also an
opportunity to let people know that we are here, we are
creative and we are having fun. Desserts are about treats,
exotic flavours and vibrant colour, just like a speakout!

a speakout is
about le ng people know we’re
here & having fun
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Entertainment is a key ingredient to a speakout to add to the
positive vibe. Think about what kind of ‘desserts’ you may
include within your speakout. The dessert trolley is full of
delights, so choose something you really fancy.









Live music
Singing
Poetry
A play
Story telling
Recorded music
An element of surprise – you may have lined up a few
potential ‘puddings’ but don’t limit yourself to what you’ve
already organised. Allow for that element of surprise,
spontaneity and chaos!

“The value of a speakout is to realise how
empowered you can become, from a background
where you thought ini ally you had nothing to
contribute. It’s given a lot of people a lot of selfconﬁdence and restored their self-esteem,
enhanced skills they already had and developed
new ones.”

groundswell's speakout recipe book

the icing on the

just desserts...
ADDING SOME FUN & ENTERTAINMENT TO YOUR SPEAKOUT
COFFEE & MINTS
a er the speakout... follow up

 Do an immediate debrief while things are still fresh in your mind –

what did and didn’t work at the event, and how you can improve it.

 What will the speakout feed in to? the local council’s Homeless Liaison Group and their sub groups
(drink, mental health, homelessness and hostels); user groups and other forums for decisionmaking.

 Try to incorporate a follow-on element into the programme to give a basis for the next event –
get a commitment from decision-makers to come back to report on any moves forward their
agencies have made.

 Monitor the process and the agreed outcomes – did the council do the one-to-one surgeries that
they promised? Did things really get ‘looked at’?

 ‘Ongoing monitoring’ - How much more confident are we now?

What skills do we have now? What

has happened as a result of your speakout?

 Do you want to have

more frequent events?
What else can you do to
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Check list
 A er the
speakout







Distribute notes.
Photos.
Report to local paper.
Thank you letters.
Debrief.
Follow-up with local
agencies.

 Monitor process.
 Set date for next
speakout.

Publicity
If you don’t have press at the
event, you might want to
consider writing a piece on the
speakout to send to local press
after the event.

cooking up change

the art of preserv-

SOME TIPS ON DOCUMENTING YOUR SPEAKOUT

SPEAKOUT PICKLING - how you can preserve your

Preserving
Preserving IS an art and it’s an opportunity for
you to get really creative. Remember, it’s your
job to make sure people do the things they say
they will. It might be a thankless task but it’s
what makes a speakout really successful. It is
important to preserve the enthusiasm and
activity a good speakout will create, and there
are lots of good reasons why you might want to
record what happened...
To help remind you of the event itself.


To share with people who couldn’t make it.

To learn lessons from, so that you can
improve it next time.
As evidence of any promises made.

To share with other groups who want to

organise a speakout, to give them ideas.

“We used to be just single voices and no one
listened but when two or three of us start
speaking together, people realise that we
aren‘t going away. Now that we are all
star ng to talk with a uniﬁed voice, we‘re
just going to have to be listened to.”

Jimmy Carlson,
groundswell's speakout recipe book
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Minutes – handwritten or typed notes of who came and a summary of what was discussed
and the decisions that were made. They are usually circulated to everyone who attended
the meeting.



Photos – good for sending to the local newspaper or for using on a display after the
event. If you are serious about local publicity, you might even persuade the paper’s official photographer to come along, but remember to ask people before taking their picture.



Tape recording – ideal for a specific record of what was said. If a local councillor makes
a promise, it doesn’t hurt to have it on tape.



Video – videoing your speakout might seem a bit of a luxury but if you can borrow a video
recorder, you’ll have a really powerful tool to show to people who couldn’t attend or who
want to organise one for themselves. It’s a very effective way of capturing the
atmosphere and energy of the event. Once again, make sure you ask people.



A report – writing up your speakout, or series of speakouts, in the form of a report can
be really useful. You need to be clear about the aim of the report before you tackle it – is
it just as a record? As a model for others? As a ‘lessons learnt’ document? To encourage
others to join you? To make demands to your local agencies? To inform a wider audience?
Groundswell may be able to help you put together your report, give us a call.

the art of preservcase
study

YORKSHIRE CHUTNEY
How Leeds preserved
its speakout

The
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SOME TIPS ON DOCUMENTING YOUR SPEAKOUT
Roseanne Whitmore from THIS in
Leeds
speaking out at Groundswell’s

Leeds Speakout event on 14 September
2000, involved over 80 homeless people.
At the event, Leeds City Council
committed to drawing up an action plan
to ensure better standards of service
provision, safe places to sleep and
better baggage storage during the day.
The group produced a report of the
event (pictured right) detailing the
issues, feedback from the workshops
and main debate, and plans for the
future. And so the group had a wellpresented, informative document that
they
were able to
send to the
council and
other
relevant
agencies
as a follow
up.

cooking up change

special dietary requirements...
SPEAKOUTS FOR GROUPS WITH PARTICULAR NEEDS

young people
Speakouts by young people for
young people can often cover
some very sensitive issues.
Care-leavers, young people who
run away from home, the
benefits gap and countless
other issues specific to young
people require a level of
sensitivity and confidentiality.

refugees
poetry is a good way to make yourself

Your speakout might involve lots of
diﬀerent groups of be mostly people from one group. Either way.
It’s a good idea to think about issues that are speciﬁc to your par-

But this is no problem because
you (young people) are in
control! You can control the
questions, facilitate the
meetings, invite the decisionmakers, organise the food etc.

it’s your stuﬀ !!!
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Some considerations for a speakout organised by and for
refugees, or with refugees participating…








Inviting relevant agencies and individuals—they may be
different to those dealing with homelessness.
A sensitivity to relevant cultural issues.
An interpreter or several interpreters, if necessary.
Remember that many refugees have good reason to
deeply distrust authority and authority figures.
Be aware of the differing ways in which the local media
and public may portray the event.
Be flexible - you may need to split up into different
groups if there needs to be more than one interpreter.
However, there also needs to be space for different
groups to share issues with each other as well as with
other groups at the speakout.

mental

One of the most important
things to
remember is not to lose the indi-

groundswell's speakout recipe book

Considerations when
organising a speakout focusing on mental
health issues...
 the language used - in planning, promoting
the event, during and after the speakout.
 the pace of the event.
 the choice of facilitator.
 any additional relevant agencies to invite.

our special kids
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ORGANISING A SPEAKOUT WITH A SCHOOL OR YOUTH GROUP

FISH FINGERS & CHIPS

Organise your own speakout with your class or youth
group by each of you imagining that you are
homeless. Prepare a short speech that explains your situation, the difficulties of your day-to-day life, what solutions you see,
and what the way forward might be.
Remember that as a homeless people you might be living on the streets (a rough sleeper), living in a homeless person’s hostel or night shelter, you could be a mother with
children living in a bed and breakfast, a squatter, an asylum seeker or a traveller.

organising a ‘virtual’ speakout at

ques ons to consider








What does homelessness mean?
What do you think it’s like to be homeless?
What prejudices do homeless people face?
How can people’s attitudes change?
What resources does a homeless person have available to them?
What does the phrase ‘we are all part of the solution, not the problem’ mean to
you?
What does it mean to you when you talk about your community?



What do you understand by the terms ‘us’ and ‘them’?

useful resources for these ac vi es…





Local and national papers, Big Issue, local library.
Annual reviews from local and national homeless charities (try Shelter,
Crisis, NHA, Centrepoint etc).
Internet for local council web sites (can usually be found at http://www.placename.gov.uk) and national homeless charities (try http://www.oneworld.org which hosts a variety of human rights and development charity
sites).
Yourself – your knowledge, experience and ideas.

cooking up change

back of a napkin...
SOME USEFUL PAPERWORK
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get your paperwork organised in advance, templates and standard le ers save
in advance...






A standard letter template with a
description of the event, contact
details and other information for
inviting participants.
Joining instructions with contact
telephone number, map and
address.
Make sure to let people have a
contact number for you on the
day of the event.

on the day...


Timetable of the day’s activities (poster,
blackboard etc).



Signs and arrows to direct people to and
around the event.



Banners, bunting, decorations etc to
create atmosphere.



Information boards (local issues,
statistics etc), handouts, questionnaires
to inform and focus the debate.



Press release form.



Posters, flyers.



Attendee lists.



Phone lists.



A visitors book with space for comments
and contact details for people who want
to get involved in your group/project.



A receipt book for any cash expenditure.



Template for minute takers with spaces
to list people, session description, what
happened etc.

We can provide templates for most of these documents
on floppy disc for PC (Windows 95/98), or you can download them from the internet at:
http://www.groundswell.org.uk/zips/speakout.zip
We can also provide basic information on setting up simple databases using Word.
Contact Groundswell for further information.

groundswell's speakout recipe book

chef’s notes...WHAT TO START THINKING ABOUT & WHEN
3 months before...
 Start planning your




speakout.
Form a planning group.
Think about where you
would like to hold your
event.
Brainstorm potential guests
and speakers.

4 weeks before...
 Put up posters in hostels,


daycentres and community
centres.
Plan entertainment.

2 months before...
 Work out who’s going to do

2 hours before...
 Set up the venue – chairs



3 weeks before...
 Find a suitable chair or


facilitator.
Arrange food and
refreshments.
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3 weeks a erwards...
 Set date for next speakout!

and stuff.
Make sure teas and
coffees are ready for early
arrivals.
Take a deep breath!

during the event...
 Hold your speakout!!
 Have fun!!

what.

6 weeks before...
 Inform local agencies and




‘decision makers’ who you
want to attend.
Finalise and book a venue.
Design posters.

2 weeks before...
 Arrange recording of your



Speakout.
Agree a plan/agenda for
the day.
Contact press.

1 week a erwards...
 Event debrief – what



happened?
Distribute minutes or
recordings.
Celebrate your
achievements.

Send out invitations.

2 weeks a erwards...
 Follow up with local

Karen Wilson speaks

agencies.

cooking up change

other recipes for change...
WHERE TO GO FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
 ‘Don’t agonise, organise’

Groundswell report on the benefits of local,
national and international exchanges to
support a homeless people’s network.

 ‘Face to face’

information and ‘how to’ guide on community
exchange from the Asian Coalition for
Housing Rights.

 Groundswell magazine

quarterly magazine to share ideas and
experience, views and opinions, including a
round-up of news from the network.

 Groundwell web site

http://www.groundswell.org.uk/

 Groundswell forum report

report on the 1999 Self-Help Forum.

 Homeless Person’s Charter for Scotland
produced by Speakout, a voice for
Scotland’s Homeless People.

 Manifesto for change

produced by Streetlife, London.

We can also provide postcards, badges and
other resources to help you promote what
you’re doing as part of the Groundswell
network.

groundswell's speakout recipe book
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cooking with friends...
CONTACTING OTHER GROUPS WITH AN INTEREST IN SPEAKOUTS
“Tackling social exclusion is one of the
greatest challenges facing Britain today.
And as minister charged with making sure
that change – real change – happens where
it’s needed more, I ﬁrmly believe that one
of the greatest assets we have in making a
diﬀerence is people themselves.”

speakout@groundswell.org.uk, contact: Toby Blume.

 Guildford Groundswell

Vaughan House, 5-7 Chertsey Street, Guildford, GU1
4HD, tel: 01483 504 704, contact: Mike Newall.

 HUGE (Homeless Users Group
Edinburgh)

c/o The Ark, 2 New Street, Edinburgh, EH8 8BH, tel:
0131 557 1197, contact: David Pentland.

 Huge Move
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Bristol Cyrenians, 1 New Street, St Judes, Bristol,
BS2 9DX, tel: 0117 909 6308, email:
yourworks@hotmail.com, contact: Mike Baker.

 St Basil’s Rese lement Centre

Heath Mill Lane, Deritend, Birmingham, B9 4AX, tel:
0121 772 2483, contact: Paul Bridges.

 St Petrock’s

10-11 Catherdral Yard, Exeter, EX1 1HJ, tel: 01392
422 396, email: foxtor4@hotmail.com, contact: Tor
Hodgson.

Unit 19c Tower Workshops, 58 Riley Road, London,
SE1 3DG, tel: 020 7403 3848, contact: Mark
Stobbard.

 Teesside Homeless Ac on Group

 Arch Day Centre

 Macedon

 THIS

53 Regent Road, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 3BT,
tel: 01782 266 016.

Park House, 20 Bentinck Road, Radford, Nottingham,
NG7 4AD, tel: 0115 912 7740, contact: Graham
Gardiner.

 Avrio

 New Futures Associa on

 Alcohol Recovery Project

130-134 Pentonville Road, London, N1 9JF, tel: 020
7837 0100, contact: Jimmy Carlson.

64 Elderslie Street, Glasgow, G4, tel: 0141 204 4651,
email: avrio@bigfoot.com, contact: Alister Blades.

 Big Issue Founda on

1-3 Rivington Street, London, tel: 020 7526 3454,
email: busdev@bigissue.com, contact: Lucie Russell.

 Bridge Housing Residents & Users
Council

The Cottage, Glaneirw, Tan-y-groes, Cardigan, SA43
2HP, tel: 01239 811 929, contact: Carol Waller.

 Tower Hamlets & City Groundswell

Bethnal Green Training Centre, Deal Street, London,
tel: 020 7655 0770, email: scottsteve@genie.co.uk,
contact: Steve Scott.

75 Royal Exchange, Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30
2HW, tel: 01983 532 927, contact: Etty McKinley.

 Sco sh Council for Single Homeless

33-55 Jamestown Road, London, NW1 7DB, tel: 020
7482 0226, contact: John Humble.

 Friends, Families & Travellers

 Sco sh Speakout

 Groundswell

also c/o Big Issue Scotland, 14 Albany Street,
Edinburgh, EH1 3QB, tel: 0131 467 0467, contact:
Sam Waylen.

5-15 Cromer Street, London, WC1H 8LS, tel: 020
7713 2880, fax: 020 7713 2848, email:

County House, 82 Vicar Lane, Leeds, LS1 7JH, tel:
0113 243 9875, contact: Roseanne Whitmore.

 People Oﬀ The Streets

Fifth Floor, Wellgate House, 200 Cowgate, Edinburgh,
EH1 1NQ, tel: 0131 226 4382, email:
John@scsh.demon.co.uk, contact: John Dickie.

Community Base, 113 Queens Road, Brighton, BN1
3XG, tel: 01273 234777, email: alex@f-ft.demon.co.uk, contact: Susan Alexander .

145 High Street, Redcar, TS10, tel: 01642 478885,
email: thag@ndirect.co.uk, contact: Francis Owens.

GCSH, 100 Piccadilly Street, Glasgow, G3 8DR, tel:
0141 559 5555, contact: Ricky Turner.

 The Spark Project

cooking up change
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